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Article: Every human being in this world is aware that he will face death and some other problems in his life varies from person to person, religion is how we want to comfort ourselves that there is some kind of reward and another eternal life.

Throughout history humans invented many gods to give them that satisfaction, they had delusions about the existence of some super powerful entity that control the world and rewards the righteous ones.

Yes religious people have a new mental illness similar to psychosis, delusions and hallucinations, some people might saw Jesus or heard him which is completely delusional. The reason religious people's minds are weak is because of the series of incidents and shocks throughout their lives. Death idea is the main shock and there is also other incidents.

We can notice the behavior and personality of religious people differs a lot than those who are not religious. Some of them are suicide bomber and that is a feature of severe depression. What makes religious people don't leave religion while it is obviously wrong and full of mistakes and contradictions? It is because the delusional state of mind, that is a delusional person thinks he is right with persistence while his beliefs are obviously wrong. If this is the case, i.e. if religion is a new mental illness, there might be a cure for it in the future helping those who live a life of sadness and deprivation.